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ABSTRACT

S-I Esperimental deterlination of the elastic constants is of

fundamental importance in residual stress analysis with z-rays.

SSuch constants are usually termed &-ray elastic constants In

certain materials ohanges have been observed in these elastic

Sconstants as a result of plastic deformation. However. sines

for some of such oases the 1s uis plots used in the

analysis were not linear, as predicted by theory, but

oscillatory, the meaning of these variations was not fully

understood. In this paper the meaning of 2u-ray elastic ..

oonstants0] obtained from materials with oscillatory ,d=/

Vs. sin7f plots is examined. It is shown that x-ray

dlffraotion analysis Is a powerful tool that can be used to NTIS GRA&I
•--• DTIC TAB

determine the "effeotive elastio constantsý_of the material Unannounced-- ""Justt•licat 1o+•L

under investigation, even when the material Is lnhonogeneous.+,"
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ZNTRODUCTI ON

x-ray diffraction techniques are used widely in

son-destructive measurement of residual stresses caused during

production operations such as shot-peening. grinding,

quenchingl. Currently there are several x-ray methods for

measuring residual stresses that utillso different assumptions

as to the stress state esisting in the near-surface layers

saspled by the x-ray beast-5. All of these techniques, however.

utiliae an Interatomic spacing "do in the material as an

internal strain gage and determine the strain tensor esisting in

the surfacs layers from the slope of the "do vs. sin- line.

The residual stress tensor is then calculated through the use of

Hooke's law.

This procedure, of course, requires that the appropriate

elastic constants of the material be known accurately. The

elastic constants used in the s-ray determination of residual

stress are called on-ray elastic constants" and are usually

measured by x-ray diffraotiont. Vhen measured data is not

available, these constants can be calculated from single crystal

elastic constants using procedures given by Voigt , Reuss , Hill

, or Kronur 2 ,6. A review of the literature shows that in sose

oases the measured values do not fall between the Reuse and

Voigt limits as postulated by theory?. In other cases a large

dependence of measured elastic constants on plastic deformation

(35-40 IS for hardened steel undergoing uniasial plastic

*deformation$) has beem observed. while in ether studies no such

dependence was found2. Since in mest of the oases discussed



above no error analysis of the results are given or. in some .

eases, elastic constants are calculated from oscillatory "d"

us. sin data, the oauses of these anomalies are not clear.

In this paper the meaning of the 02-ray elastic constants*

obtained from analysis of oscillatory Od* vs. sint' data is

Investigated. It will be shown that even for oscillatory "d"

vs. si•')V data, current techniques for x-ray elastic constant

determination measure the total linear elastic response of the

material In question to an applied load. The x-ray elastic

constants determined from such data are 'effective elastic

constants' and contain contributions from the shape and

orientation distributions of the constitutive grains of the

- material. The possible causes for the variation of z-ray

elastic constants with plastic deformation are also discussed.

TRZOR• '.'

Assume that a homogeneous, normal stress a| which is

below the elastic limit, is applied to the boundary of a

residual-stress-free textured material. At a point A in the

interior of the material will cause the strains The

strain E.- may be expressed as the sum of two components:

+• Elf-
0 -. h (I) -.-

tere • s the homogeneous elastic strain that weuld be

observed If the stress was applied to a homgen neeus isotropic
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material. t the ract on strain component, arises

because of the variation of elastic constants along a given

direction in the surface plant of the sample. Consider figure I

where sis grains of various orientations along a surface

direotion ( C are shown. If these grains wore subjected

seperattly to , on their boundaries, each would have a

different strain El1 along , related to through the

general hooke' law',',

These different strains indicate different displacements in the

different grains. However In a solid body where grains are in

rigid contact. displacements across a grain boundary along

it must be constant In order to avoid having voids, and a

reaction stress field constraining the possible displacements

arises and causes the reaction strains .The magnitude of

the reaction stresses (and hence the reaction strains) depend on

*thes difference between the displacements that have to be made

* omspatible at a point and varies from point to point since* the

st etfet of surrounding grains at each point is different.

* However as long as the total strtes at a point is lower than the

* microscopic elastic limit at any point, the magnitude of the

* reaction stresses and strains at any point will be directly

- proportional to the applied stress.

*.;:. -"*

"Thus ift a hmaogeneus sttess ina the -i direction is ...

applied at the boundary

°'



of the material, the components of the strain tensor at any

point A in the material say be eupressed as:

X. .Ao

4 (3 ) ..:..,.

o• to= (X

here x, y, z aue the coordinates of the point A with respect to

a coordinate system describing the surtaco, and K! (xiyts) are'

the proportionality ceonstants at A between the applied load and

the resulting reaction strains. The constants I,' , K ,

.i say be finite depending on the symmetry of the constitutive

grains of the matorial,. Also In certain cases the local

symmetry changes as one approaches a grain boundarylD In the

following discussion it is assumed that X4 =.K• ={i"

I1 the material also bas an inhomogeneous residual stress

distribution the total elastic strain a4 at a point will also
.3

bave a residual strain component in addititon to the strains

.. gnused by the applied stress. Thus for this case equations (3)

o.'..

"•-- Whose Ej(n,y,s) to the residual strain at the point sy ).i:

Now assumeo that this masterial is placed. applied strums and..,

-
1M.' 71 ! 7- 
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all o on a dIIfraetometer and a beau of x-rays, (whose edges

extend from K, to along Sto Y along and

which penetrates a distance T along into the material), Is

used to measure the average strain along in the

coordinate system, which makes the angles and 7_ with the

sample coordinate system ;j (fig.2). This is done by measuring

the lattice spacing dolo along (13)0,p and then obtaining the

average strain along , from:

K0),. -Jo

AO

where do is the unstressed lattice spacing, and carats

represent averages over the diffracting volume.

L

"The relationship between the average strains i,• in the

sample coordinate system and the average strains measured by .-*'-.

s-rays in the laboratory coordinate system is given by the

transformation rule for tensors of second rank:

Per #=0, and f= , substituting the actual values for the

direction eosines a2k -a& into the above equation:

• -" •= " (7)--•

. . . . . .. .- . %* %.** .. . ... ...... • :.::
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The average strains In equation (7) ago related t.0

*the strains at a point lequations 3.4) through equation. of the

form:

Ilea VI B

All

Here 'a(E.F.2) Is the strain at point (Z'Y's) In a diffracting

grain in the Irradiated voluse. V1 is the volume of this grain.

Lf(s) is a function gelating the variation of diffracted

*intensity to depth (s). and Mi is the total number of grains

diffracting at a tilt angle .The summation is used Instead

of an Integral since tbe diffracting grains are, not necessarily

*contiguous. It must also be noted that beoause i-rays may

pemetrate to a different depth (s) for eaoh 'f-tilt due to

Iabsorbtio*4 and, for finite beam sizes, the Intersection of' the

tilting specimen with the beams changes the dimensions 2%-2

YL-4the total Irradiated Tolume is also a function o f the

tilt anglet 4'' This mean$ that parameters that aro a

function of volume can also be expressed as a funotion of

The evaluation of the average x-ray strains in terms of the

strains at a point Is esteremely complicated since, to date, the

esact nature of the coupling terms In equation (1) is not

Inewni. However by inspection of equations (8), (3) and (4) It

Gan be seen that the average strain may be written in terms of
S.d

% % % 7
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the average strain components contributing to it:

or. from equations 3,8,9:

and similar equations may be written for the other terms of the

strain tensor. mere K; (P) is the average proportionality

constant describing the average response (described by equations

3,1 of the population of grains diffracting at tilt angle
to an aplied load. and <• Is the average

(tinhboogeneous) residual strain In this population.

By substituting equations (10) Into equation (7) the

relationship between the applied stress and the measured strain

Is obtained:

- --•--K - o

-• 2 4-., +I)

+•

sinoeK..(;(), 'a"jare not oonstant in sIRn-'e, equation I1 describes

a function that is non-linear in sinai/. On the other hand, in

a homogeneous material the interaction terms are sero by

* ... o -

- - . . . .. -
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*• definition and for a homogeneous residual stress distribution
0

the terms are constant for all tilts, thus for this

ease a linear d vs. siun plot will be obtained.

If a linear least-squares line is fitted to the data,

described by equation (11), (as is usually done in praotice), it

is assumed that the funotion, -

"" + 14.:+-ei r/ -I' ..
-1-

. desoribes the relationship between d and sin . Here is the

random error component. The regression parameters are then

obtained from the equation:

Ai : o; - (3-a

•..7.

- (13-b)-° / 0 - -• 
'''

I,-

whaee a Is the number of tilts and:

(14)
- A

- Td
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It must be noted that. beoause a Ollnear" fit Is forced on

oscillatory data, the parameters /0 '/, can not be called

aslopeo and "intercept" of the least-squares line in the

traditional sense (e.g. as In the conventional analysis of

linear "d" vs. sin plots). Here they are simply mathematical

functions described by equations (13 ab).

Substituting equation (1i) into equation (13-a) we obtain:

IL

+ ~ ~ ~ 2 )3 '~ +.1'.~ K, j~)- K3  3s ih'4;

- Zllsl/ <i 2)SE~/. +~ *.
ZJ, U33 3IE

which can lbe written simply as:

VWheie the function i ' is an average, defined by

equation 15. of the terms 5'.,y/X 2 /.The term Is an

average residual stress tern.

SA similar equation ean be written for . However this

ease s sotre complicated and will not be treated here.

Irom equation 16 it Is seen that the variation of the

parameter /I with applied load is linear. The slope of

h v -," a,i. ,,." •Jv) 1, a measure of the average elasti,,

; t I . ,10

S.- I-.
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response of the Inhomogeneous material to an applied load and

contains the interaction terms Thus it is not an

elastic constant ( . ) In the strict sense defined

by linear elasticity theory. In figure 3. d" vs. siln) plots

for CL-brass (a), /-brass (b), 100l steel (a) and 1075 steel

"(d) loaded in-sits on a diffractometer to various elastic loads

are shown. The variation of the parameter 18,oaloulated from

these curves vs. applied load for these materials Is. shown in

figure 4. The "x-ray elastic constants" obtained from figure 4.

and average macroscopic elastic constants calculated from single

crystal elastic constants for these materials in the Voigt3

(constant strain in all grains), Reuss3 (constant stress in all
grains), and Xzoner$ (anisotropio precipitate soupled to an

isotropio matrix) limits are given in table I.

DI 5CUSS ION

The differences between the average elastic constants

ealculated from single crystal values without taking coupling

effects into account, and those obtained from the esperimental

procedure described above are measures of the reaction stresses

(and strains) caused by the inhomogeneity of the material In

question. It is thus seen that a study In the variation of

el-tay elastic constantsO with plastic deformation for a given

specimen is really a study of the change in the inhomogeneous

distribution of crystallographic direotions (and the grains)

along a direction In the surface coordinate system, and the

sonstraining offset such a distribution has on the strains

% °

_'.% ~~II ".".



naused by an applied stress. If during the study, the plastic

deformation causes changes in this distribution such that the

average reaction stresses, and henoe * cti) changes, the 2-ry..

elastic constants" will change also. In fact one should not use

the term "elastic constants" for these parameters when they have

been evaluated from oscillatory "do vs. sin'.ý plots, where the

oscillations are due to the reaction stresses generated by 6 ,

since. in this case they are not fundamental material properties

that depend only on the interatomio forces like 3 or * but

Salso contain simple configurational parameters. If the plastic

Sdeformation is such that the Inhomogeneous residual strains

change, but the coupling constants are not affected, then no

change in the *x-ray elastic constants" will be observed since,

even though such a residual strain (or stress) distribution

causes oscillations In "do vs. si , the residual strain

distribution itself is not a function of the elastic loads

applied (after plastic deformation) during the measurement and

will affect only the intercept of the vs. plot (equation

*(16)). "

The configurational parameters contributing to such

""effective elastic constants" may have two main components. The

shape distribution of the grains in the material is one of the

possible components. Veil has treated the effect of the

inclusion shape on the average elastic moduli of a two phase

material and determined that disk shaped precipitates cause a

significant increase in the average Young's modulus for a

tostured material the non-random distribution of

orystallographic directions (and hents elastic modull

* . .*----.**..-: '-



within the material volume will also contribute to such

"*effective elastic constants".

One other conclusion from this line of reasoning is that

even if the oscillations in "d" vs. sis'--u plots fron two

samples of the same material look alike, unless the shapes of

any precipitates that might be present and the distribution of

orystallographic directions in the constitutive grains of the

matrix along surface directions are the same for both specimens,

and in both oases the oscillations are due to the same effect,

they may not have the same "-ray elastic constants". In fact

such effective elastic constants may be different along

different surface directions of a given specimen.

It must be emphasised that, even though it is possible to

oeasure the effective elastic constants of a teutured material

accurately along any direction in the specimen surface using

x-ray methods, these constants may not be used to determine the

residual stress state by s-rays. This is due to the fact that

when "do vs. sin-f is oscillatory the stresslstrafin state is

I-hoemogneousll and an average value for an inhomogeneous

distribution (where the distribution function Is net known), Is

of dubious utility, Rather, one may utilise the s-ray elastic

constant measurements for such materials to determine the effect ,-

of shapelterientation distributions on the elastic properties of

a given atelrial.

• •4.%
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CONCLUS I ONS0

I) Conventional methods of "x-ray elastic oonstant"

determination measure the total elastic response of, the material

under analysis whether the "do os. sin plots obtained fro&

this material are linear or oscillatory. For both of these

eases the plot of applied load

vs. linearl-east-squares-regression-parzaeter will be linear as

long as the test is carried out within the elastic range.

2) "X-ray elastic constants" obtained from oscillatory 0d-

vs. gia--f plots, where the oscillations are due to the reaction

stresses (caused by an applied stress) contain configurational

parameters in addition to Young's modulues and Polsson's ratio

and are not, in a strict sense, "elastic" constants. A better

name for such constants may be effective elastic constants'.

3) The configurational parameters contributing to these

oeffective elastic constants may be due to shape andlor

.. crystallographic direction distributions of the constitutive

grains in the material.

4) If during plastic deformation the distribution of

crystallographic directions In Individual grains, or the shape

of any precipitates along surface directions changes, such

"change may reflect in the configurational parameters and cause

an apparent change of (u-ray) "elastio constants* with plastic

deformation.

5) If. on the other hand, in a given sample plastic deformation

only changes the residual stress distribution, but does not

"affect the distribution of crystallographic orientations or

precipitate shapes along surface directions, there will be no

S77-.

do.
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Mhange In as-ray elastic eonstants" with plastic deformation.

") The verav e lintexaotioe parameters *as lot be evaluated

easily from first prinoiples sinx@, iu order to oalculate the

Interaction among non-random composite olesents, the boundary

value probleas of elastioity must first be solved The s-ray

average of the fields calculated by these solutions must then be

calculated using a formula similar to (3).
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fICURt CAPTIONS

11gjs. 1: Grains with various orystallographic orientations

aloal a sample coordinate The strains forming in each

- grain in response to a uniform applied stress at the boundary
S7

-" I will be different due to Hooke's law.

fivurs 2: Definition of the spesimen S1 and laboratory

ooredinate systems.

-rigsro s: "do To. sixtvf plots at various loads from

alpha-brass (a), beta-brass .(b), 1008 steel (c), 1075 steel Md).

The speoimens were loaded in-situ on the diffraotoneter. for a

desoription of the apparatus see reference 7.

figure 4: Variation of regression parameter (determined from

figures 2 a.b.. d) vs. applied load
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Table 1: Bulk elastic constants (l+v)II (Hpai) calculated from single crystal

elastic complianoes In various limits and obtained from figures

3 a.b,od.

Table I

Calculation Alpha-Irasss Beta-Brass* 1008 Steel"* 1075 Steel***

Limit (220) (211) (211) (211)

VOICT 9.91.10-6 9.41.10-6 5.63.10-6 5.63.10-6

"* !it SS1  1.20.10-6 1.75.10-6 5.84.10-6 5.84.10-6
4.

*IRONER 1  1.17.30-6 1.14.10-6 5.71.16-6 5.71.10-6

"" IPERIMEXTAL* 9.90.10-6 4.494.10-6 6.19.10-6 6.84.10-6

t SEperimental data obtained from respective phases of a 60-40 Cu-Zn specimen.

machined from cold-rolled sheet. This configuration mazimises the interaction

coeffioionts K;Lj').

to Specimen machined from as-received cold-rolled plate.

ttt Specimen solution-treated 0 7•0 C for 2 hrs. to facilitate carbide precipitation,

then grit-blasted to randomine the surface and annealed at 450e C for 45

minutes. -

. The total (statistical plus geometric) error associated with each value is

less than 15%. The equations used In error calculations are from

roference 7.

I%. .
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Experimental determination of the elastic constants is of fundamental importance
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constants as a result of plastic deformation. However, since for some of such cases
the "d"' vs. sin24, plots used in the analysis were not linear, as predicted by theory,
but oscillatory, the meaning of these variations was not fully understood. In this
paper the meaning of "x-ray elastic constants" obtained from materials with oscillatory
"idoi vs. sifl 2d, plots is examined. It is shown that x-ray diffraction analysis is a
powerful tool that can be used to determine the "effective elastic constants" of the
material under investigation, even when the material is inhomogeneous.
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